
Hong Kong Prawn Har Gow (5 PCS)

 DIM SUM MENU
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Our Prices are NET in Bahraini Dinars inclusive of 5% Government Levy, 10% Service Charge and 10% VAT.

Lotus Shrimp & Scallop Wrapper (5 PCS)

Baked Angus Beef  Char Siu Sou (3 PCS)

Crystal prawn dumpling filled with juicy, flavourful prawn 
meat wrapped in lightly translucent dumpling skin served 

with yuzu soy sauce & ginger scallion sauce.

Savory dim sum made of flaky puff pastry & juicy Chinese 
barbecue beef baked to perfection. 
Served with Japanese mayonnaise.

Shanghai Beef  Soupy Dumpling (5 PCS)
Steamed dumpling with meat filling & delicious beef  broth 
enclosed inside which is so delicate yet bursting with flavor 

& served with ginger soy sauce.

Fried Firecracker Prawns (3 PCS)
Deep fried prawn & squid rolled in wonton wrappers 
served with Cantonese barbecue sauce & chili aioli.

Seafood dim sum wrapped in a thin slices of  lotus root 
steamed together with garlic oyster sauce.

Chicken & Fish Dumpling (5 PCS)
Unique dim sum that made from carrots infused dumpling 
skin with a distinctive classic flavor served with black bean 

sauce.

Spicy Szechuan Shrimp Wonton (5 PCS)
Traditional wonton soup dumpling flavored with Szechuan 

peppercorn & poached in a dashi chili soy broth.

Korean Beef  BBQ  Bao (3 PCS)
Tasty & soft steamed buns filled with Korean style 

marinated beef served with apple hoisin sauce.

Spicy Kale & Water Chestnut Dumpling (V)(5 PCS)
Vegetarian dim sum filled with kale & water chestnut wrapped 

in spinach infused dumpling skin with sesame honey dip 
& ponzu sauce.

Shanghai Style Chicken Siu Mai (5 PCS)
Classic Cantonese dim sum that has been an open top filled 

with savory chicken & aromatic served with sweet garlic chili 
sauce & onion soy dip.


